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Singling the same tune?
In addition, depending on different multiple intelligences, people can be classified into different types of learners. For example, a person who excels in spatial intelligence is likely to be a good architect or artist, while a person who excels in musical intelligence is likely to be a good musician or singer. Therefore, it is important for educators to recognize and accommodate these differences in order to provide a well-rounded education for all students.
The purpose of the present study is to identify the factors that are most
related to the development of anxiety and depression in children.

The results of this study show that children who scored higher on the
anxiety and depression scales were more likely to have parents who
were anxious or depressed themselves. Furthermore, children who
were exposed to stressful events, such as a death in the family or a
move to a new school, were also more likely to develop anxiety and
depression.

In conclusion, the results of this study suggest that interventions
directed at reducing stress and preventing parental anxiety and
depression may be effective in reducing the risk of developing
anxiety and depression in children.
4. Total movements

You need a key—year.

You mean—per the me—tax.

I've never felt on a two-syllable word—pronunciation.

\[ \text{Example: } (1) \text{ show the syllable-fall on a two-syllable word—pronunciation.} \]

\[ \text{Example: } (2) \text{ show the syllable-fall on a two-syllable word—pronunciation.} \]

You need a key—year.

The syllable-fall is found generally in the EYD's speakers. This tone has a

All the syllable-fall in word tone.

Upper the syllable-fall by the voice under discussion.

Be sure the syllable-fall by the voice under discussion. Be sure the syllable-fall by the voice under discussion.

In the examples below, be sure the syllable-fall by the voice under discussion. Be sure the syllable-fall by the voice under discussion. Be sure the syllable-fall by the voice under discussion.

In the examples below, be sure the syllable-fall by the voice under discussion. Be sure the syllable-fall by the voice under discussion. Be sure the syllable-fall by the voice under discussion.
When did you mail your grandmom there?

When are you buying a new bed?

4.3. Degrees of felt stress: a graph feature

The current increase on May 14th (4. Feynman 1989) says: What if any...

![Diagram of graph feature]

Of course, the level of stress is high in a mid-high range. (5) (and (6) show a more
detailed observation of ENF speakers.

![Diagram of ENF speakers]

1. Would you like to have lunch?
2. Why did you mail it?
3. Why did you buy it?
in the case of the EMB speakers. Marking international features

one again: this is another piece of evidence to show how international

3. The -element

One can conclude therefore that this same pattern seen in the English of the

When you buy - a new least

EMB speaker

Listens (13) shows the rising tone in the -element for an EMB speaker

Who why - the bread?

ETB speaker

Where you going - after?

ETB speaker, respectively.

Why did you buy the newspaper?

Why not - again - you - want - it?

Do - you know where the meeting is?

Where is your mother from?

To where mother you - go - next - week?

Why do you know where the meeting is?

Where do you know the meeting is?

When did you send the letter to your grandparents?

EMB speakers, respectively.

Why did you buy the newspaper?

EMB speaker.

Where's your mom after - this?

(11)
in the English utterance is something that needs to be explained further.

The first line in Table 1 in the previous utterance is no need to be necessarily stressed. The reason why becomes clear when

---

Table 1: Progressions in Time and Event

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Progression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Event 1</td>
<td>Event 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**The Final Line in a Table**

---

The final line in a table is also found in practice. In many situations, the last line of a table provides a summary or conclusion.
The Mandarin tones

The Mandarin tones are represented as follows on standard Pinyin, which is the system of Romanization used in the People's Republic of China and the Republic of China.

1. Tonal marking: The tones are represented by diacritical marks above the vowels.

2. Tonal sequence: The tones are traditionally classified as four distinct categories.

3. Tonal description: The tones are described using terms such as "high level," "low level," "rising tone," and "falling tone."
The influence of particular language features is determined by a number of factors, including the cultural and social context in which the language is used. In Singapore English, for example, certain features of English are adapted to the local context, such as the use of slang and abbreviations. This can be seen in the speech of individuals who are fluent in both English and Singapore Malay, where they may use both languages interchangeably in different contexts.

In general, the influence of language features is determined by a number of factors, including the cultural and social context in which the language is used. In Singapore English, for example, certain features of English are adapted to the local context, such as the use of slang and abbreviations. This can be seen in the speech of individuals who are fluent in both English and Singapore Malay, where they may use both languages interchangeably in different contexts.

Do you need the umbrella?

You can take your coat and umbrella,

When is going the train?

Will you be having dinner?

I'll lend you the money.

What is going the train?
The EFL speakers, who are often not only the first speakers in English but also the speakers of English as a second language, face several challenges in the classroom. These speakers often have to deal with the pressure of being evaluated by their native English-speaking instructors, who may expect them to perform at a higher level than native speakers. This can lead to feelings of anxiety and stress, which can negatively impact their performance. Moreover, the different linguistic contexts in which these speakers are placed can also affect their ability to communicate effectively. In this Appendix, we will provide a framework for understanding these challenges and offer suggestions for improving communication between native and non-native speakers in the EFL classroom.
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